Votecast automates every part of the meeting process - motions, votes and even speaker management. Modernize the voting process by eliminating the tedium of hand counting, paper voting and the use of outdated stand-alone systems. Using an electronic process, votes are simultaneously recorded and tallied, ensuring that voting is organized, fair and accurate. Pair with the Granicus iLegislate app to enable a touchscreen display.

Votecast integrates seamlessly to Granicus Minutes and reduces the workload for administrators managing minutes. Decisions are added to the official public record in real time, so all archived meetings will display vote results and allow audiences to jump directly to those items through the published agenda or minutes document.

Elected members can also request to speak at any time during the meeting using an electronic speaker queue built into the display. Votecast’s simple, modern display organizes voting and minutes creation, overall minimizing disruptions and helping reduce overall meeting time.

For more info visit granicus.com/votecast or email us at info@granicus.com